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Conference streams
Power of evaluation for a better and more equal world
•This stream aims to bring together thought evaluation leaders, decision and
policymakers, and evaluators from different backgrounds and regions to initiate a
global discussion on the future of evaluation. The dialogue will be guided by key
questions related to: the power of evaluation to influence decision making for a
better and more equal world; the potential contribution of evaluation to peace; the
challenges and opportunities evaluation faces to remain relevant and useful; how
evaluation itself be transformational?
Partnerships for sustainable development
•This stream will focus on the power of partnerships to advance evaluation for
sustainable development in general, and transformational evaluation in particular,
at the country, regional and global levels. Partnerships experiences and good
practices to be showcased within this stream.
The future of Evaluation: A perspective from Young and Emerging Evaluators
•This stream will include challenges and opportunities for professionalizing
evaluation in a highly turbulent world; positioning the profession in national,
regional and global contexts; role of Young and Emerging Evaluators (YEE) in
advancing and professionalizing evaluation; in promoting innovation and others.
Evaluation within national ecosystems
•This stream will include a dialogue based upon experiences from contexts where
evaluation is situated within national frameworks and agendas; or backed by
legislation or evaluation policies. Cases of national coordinated and coherent work
of Governments, VOPEs, parliamentarians and other stakeholders to be included
in this stream.
Gender and equity responsive evaluation for better evidence and policies
•This stream intends to promote a discussion on the importance of gender,
intersectionality and equity responsive evaluation for Leaving No One Behind.
Global, regional or national experiences on how credible evidence have
contributed to advocate for more gender transformative and/or more equitable
public policies will be welcomed in this stream.

